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In Brief
Bacteria overcome forces generated by
blood flow in order to adhere to vascular
surfaces during spread of blood-borne
infections. The biomechanics of this
process are not understood. Ebady et al.
show that bacteria exploit force
generated by blood flow to strengthen
their interactions with endothelia using
mechanisms that are remarkably similar
to the mechanisms supporting leukocyte
rolling on vascular surfaces.
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Systemic dissemination of microbes is critical for
progression of many infectious diseases and is asso-
ciated with most mortality due to bacterial infection.
The physical mechanisms mediating a key dissemi-
nation step, bacterial association with vascular
endothelia in blood vessels, remain unknown.
Here, we show that endothelial interactions of the
Lyme disease spirochete Borrelia burgdorferi under
physiological shear stress mechanistically resemble
selectin-dependent leukocyte rolling. Specifically,
these interactions are mediated by transfer of me-
chanical load along a series of adhesion complexes
and are stabilized by tethers and catch bond proper-
ties of the bacterial adhesin BBK32. Furthermore, we
found that the forces imposed on adhesive bonds
under flow may be small enough to permit active
migration driven by bacterial flagellar motors. These
findings provide insight into the biomechanics of
bacterial-vascular interactions and demonstrate
that disseminating bacteria and circulating host im-
mune cells share widely conserved mechanisms for
interacting with endothelia under physiological shear
stress.INTRODUCTION
Systemic dissemination of microbial pathogens is a critical step
in infectious disease progression and is associated with most
mortality due to bacterial infections. A key event in dissemination
is pathogen adhesion to vascular endothelium and transmigra-
tion from blood into extravascular tissues (extravasation), which
is mediated by bacterial cell-surface adhesion proteins (adhe-
sins) and cognate host ligands (receptors) (Lemichez et al.,
2010). This interaction must overcome shear stress caused byCell Repo
This is an open access article under the CC BY-Nblood flow, which subjects adhesin-receptor complexes to
tension, a form of mechanical load (Persat et al., 2015; Sokur-
enko et al., 2008). The initial braking steps of vascular interac-
tions are critical because they permit microbes to reduce veloc-
ity and move along vessel walls until extravasation sites are
reached.
Cell association with endothelial surfaces is especially difficult
in the constantly changing shear stress environment of the
vasculature. The conventional ‘‘slip’’ bonds formed by many re-
ceptor-ligand complexes in static environments break at expo-
nential rates when subjected to small force increases constantly
encountered in the vasculature (Park et al., 2002). For circulating
host cells such as leukocytes rolling along surfaces of postcapil-
lary venules (PCVs), the first steps of vascular interaction
require mechanically specialized, force-strengthened catch or
flex bonds, which confer dynamic, tensile strength to interac-
tions under shear stress (Fiore et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2010;
Marshall et al., 2003; Sarangapani et al., 2004; Sokurenko
et al., 2008). Catch bonds stabilize molecular interactions over
extended force ranges, causing adhesion complexes to become
longer lived and dissociate more slowly above specific shear
stress and force thresholds (Sokurenko et al., 2008).
Interaction of circulating cells with endothelia is not stabilized
by catch bonds alone, but also by tension-responsive, stretch-
able cellular and extracellular structures physically associated
with adhesion complexes. Stretching these structures ‘‘shares’’
or distributes the force imposed on adhesion complexes,
reducing themechanical load they bear and increasing bond life-
time. For example, leukocyte rolling is stabilized by elastic mem-
brane tethers that anchor cells to endothelial surfaces and pre-
vent their full detachment (Ramachandran et al., 2004; Sundd
et al., 2011). Tethers and catch bonds can independently stabi-
lize leukocyte rolling under lower shear stress conditions but act
together to strengthen interactions at higher shear stresses.
Bacteria circulating in the bloodstream face the same mechani-
cal barriers to vascular adhesion and extravasation as circulating
host cells, but the physical mechanisms permitting their adhe-
sion to vascular surfaces under physiological shear stress are
largely unknown.rts 16, 2593–2604, September 6, 2016 ª 2016 The Author(s). 2593
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Our understanding of themechanics by which bacteria adhere
to non-endothelial surfaces under force and flow has advanced
considerably in recent years, primarily for bacteria that tether to
surfaces via extendible, shock-absorbing and force-distributing
surface appendages such as pili and fimbriae (Beaussart et al.,
2014; Persat et al., 2015; Utada et al., 2014). However, bacterial
adhesion to endothelia via such structures requires transient re-
ductions in flow and stabilization by host filopodia that cover
adherent bacteria (Mairey et al., 2006; Mikaty et al., 2009). Only
two adhesins supporting bacterial interactions with endothelia
under physiological shear stress have been identified, and
neither associateswith fimbriae or pili (Claes et al., 2014; Norman
et al., 2008). One of these is BBK32, a lipoprotein of the Lyme
disease spirochete Borrelia burgdorferi. B. burgdorferi is a long,
thin (<0.3 3 10–20 mm), highly motile, invasive bacterium with a
planar sine-wave morphology, internal periplasmic flagella, and
no external appendages that could tether bacteria to surfaces
under flow (Charon et al., 2012). Vascular dissemination is central
to infection by B. burgdorferi and other spirochetes, including
those which cause syphilis, relapsing fever, and leptospirosis
(Wormser, 2006).
B. burgdorferi extravasate extremely rapidly from PCVs
(<150 ms to penetrate endothelial lining) in a process that does
not require bacterial stationary adhesion and is initiated by two
mechanistically distinct interaction types, tethering and drag-
ging, which move faster and slower than 100 mm/s, respectively,
along PCV surfaces (Moriarty et al., 2008). BBK32 is required for
early dissemination and full B. burgdorferi infectivity and medi-
ates both tethering and dragging in PCVs, via its fibronectin
(Fn)- and glycosaminoglycan (GAG)-binding sequences (Hyde
et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2015; Moriarty et al., 2012; Norman
et al., 2008; Seshu et al., 2006). Genetic bbk32 disruption does
not eliminate B. burgdorferi tethering and dragging, implying
that it is not the only adhesin that can mediate these interactions
(Moriarty et al., 2012). However, other adhesins supporting
tethering and dragging have not yet been identified. The endo-
thelial receptors targeted by disseminating B. burgdorferi are
also unknown.
To understand bacterial dissemination, it is critical to under-
stand the physical mechanisms of bacterial-endothelial interac-
tions under physiological shear stress not only at a molecular
level, but in living cells. We studied the physical mechanisms
supporting B. burgdorferi interactions with endothelia in real
time in flow chambers under controlled shear stress and
in PCVs of live mice, using particle tracking methods. These
studies provided insight into physical mechanisms of bacterial-
endothelial interactions and revealed remarkable similarities
in the mechanisms by which bacteria and leukocytes interact
with and move over endothelial surfaces, including dependence
on tethers and catch bonds.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Development of a Flow Chamber System to Study
B. burgdorferi-Endothelial Interaction Mechanisms
under Controlled Physiological Shear Stress
Investigating bacterial-endothelial interaction biomechanics
requires tools such as flow chambers for studying interactions2594 Cell Reports 16, 2593–2604, September 6, 2016in a force-controlled environment, and high temporal resolu-
tion tracking of interaction kinetics. Therefore, we developed
a flow chamber system and real-time tracking methods
enabling fluorescence microscopy analysis of B. burgdorferi
interactions with primary human endothelia under controlled
shear stress.
The flow chamber system was developed and validated by
comparing interactions visualized in dermal PCVs of live mice
by real-time intravital microscopy (IVM: in vivo live cell imaging)
with interactions visualized in flow chambers. Validation was
performed using two genetically distinct BBK32-producing
infectious B. burgdorferi strains (GCB966, GCB726), which
interact with PCVs with different efficiencies. In addition, we
tested a non-infectious negative control strain (GCB706) that
does not encodemany adhesins expressed by infectious strains,
including BBK32, and interacts with PCVs less thanGCB726 and
GCB966 (Table S1). We tested the effects of different experi-
mental conditions on interaction abundance, to identify condi-
tions that maximized numbers of slow-moving (dragging)
interactions for infectious bacteria (Figures S1A–S1F). Optimal
dragging was observed for infectious bacteria cultivated in
mouse blood, and primary human umbilical vein cells (HUVECs)
grown to 2 days post-confluence, with addition of 10% serum to
perfusion medium.
Major qualitative features previously reported forB. burgdorferi
PCV interactions were recapitulated in flow chambers (Moriarty
et al., 2008, 2012; Norman et al., 2008). B. burgdorferi interacted
with endothelia in flow chambers by tethering, dragging and sta-
tionary adhesion, and tethering and dragging occurred at both
endothelial junctions and extrajunctional apical surfaces (Movies
S1, S2, S3, and S4). Flow chamber interactions were inhibited
by antibodies to Fn (Figure S1G) and by competition with heparin
(Figure S1H), indicating that host molecules mediating interac-
tions in the flow chamber system and PCVs were similar.
Interaction abundance and relative differences in interaction
numbers among strains were also similar in vitro and in PCVs.
For these experiments, wemanually counted tethering and drag-
ging interactions in flow chambers at 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.75, 2,
2.25, 2.75, 3 dyn/cm2, which corresponds to shear stress range
in PCVs (Sundd et al., 2011). We then compared global mean
values for combined shear stresses to interaction numbers
measured in PCVs (Figure 1A). Tethering was greater in vitro
for all strains due to more efficient detection of fast-moving
bacteria in flow chambers, but dragging numbers in vitro and
in PCVs were similar. Relative differences in interaction numbers
among strains were also similar in PCVs and in vitro, in the order
GCB966 > GCB726 > GCB706 (Figure 1A). Taken together,
these data showed that the flow chamber system recapitulated
interaction conditions and properties found in PCVs.
Development of Tracking Methods to Study
B. burgdorferi-Endothelial Interaction Biomechanics
We next developed particle tracking methods to study the tracks
of individual bacterial interactions in time-lapse footage from
flow chamber and IVM experiments (Figures 1B–1D). Detailed
description of these methods and their validation is provided
in Supplemental Experimental Procedures. To ensure that we
studied the slowest, most physiologically relevant interactions,
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Figure 1. Flow Chamber Model System and Particle Tracking
MethodsDeveloped to StudyB. burgdorferi-Endothelial Interactions
under Controlled Shear Stress
Comparison of numbers and velocities of bacteria interacting with PCVs in live
mice and human endothelia IVT, captured by spinning disk confocal micro-
scopy and measured by manual counting and particle tracking of interaction
trajectories (tracks). To replicate variable shear stress conditions in PCVs
(ranging from 0.5 to 3 dyn/cm2), IVT experiments were conducted at each of
0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.75, 2, 2.25, 2.75, and 3 dyn/cm2. Shown are global means
interaction numbers and velocities from 0.5 to 3 dyn/cm2. B. burgdorferi
strains: adhesion-attenuated non-infectious bbk32-null negative control
(GCB706), adhesive infectious genetically distinct BBK32-expressing posi-
tive-control strains differing in adhesion efficiency (GCB726, GCB966).
(A) Numbers of manually counted tethering and dragging interactions. Teth-
ering but not dragging is lower in PCVs than IVT. Tethering and dragging differ
among strains IVT and in PCVs.
(B) Sample time-lapse projections of tracks for individual bacteria. Each
track is shown in a different color. Scale bars for IVT, 13 mm; PCV, 32 mm).
Endothelial counterstain (red): plasma membrane dye (IVT), AlexaFluor 555-
PECAM-1 antibody (PCV). Yellow and red arrows: B. burgdorferi interacting by
one end only (yellow) and moving along edge of endothelial nucleus projecting
above imaging plane (red). Black arrows: flow direction.
(C) Track velocities of bacteria and non-adhesive negative control beads.
Beads move faster than bacteria. Velocities differ among strains, but not IVT
versus PCVs.
(D) Total interactions counted in PCVs (tethering + dragging) are similar to track
numbers IVT with velocities <400 mm/s. Strain-specific differences in inter-
action numbers in PCVs are similar to strain-specific track numbers IVT.we analyzed tracks with velocities <400 mm/s, which is less than
half the velocity of negative control beads in vitro (Figure 1C) and
in PCVs (Moriarty et al., 2008). Tracking captured all types of
bacterial movement seen in PCVs, including tethering, dragging,
and stationary adhesion, as well as bacteria interacting with
endothelia while moving parallel to flow and rotating bacteria in-
teracting by one end only (Figure 1B) (Moriarty et al., 2008).
Some tracks also followed the lateral contours of endothelial
nuclei projecting above the imaging plane (Figure 1B), confirming
that tracked bacteria were interacting with endothelial surfaces.
To determine whether tracking captured the same interaction
populations in flow chambers and in PCVs, we compared track
numbers and velocities of interactions captured from 0.5–3
dyn/cm2 in flow chambers to track numbers and velocities
captured in PCVs. Track velocities (Figure 1C) and numbers (Fig-
ure 1D) were similar in vitro and in PCVs. Furthermore, we found
that bacterial strains that interacted most abundantly with endo-
thelia in flow chambers and PCVs (Figure 1D) were those with the
slowest velocities (Figure 1C). Thus, tracking identified the same
populations in vitro and in PCVs and accurately captured strain-
specific differences in interaction properties.
B. burgdorferi-Endothelial Interaction Trajectories
Consist of Repeating Interaction Cycles
To study the physical mechanismsmediating bacterial-endothe-
lial interactions under shear stress, we first examined changes
in instantaneous bacterial velocity over time (Figure 2A). To our
surprise, these profiles were remarkably similar to the ‘‘jerky’’
instantaneous velocity profiles of leukocytes rolling along
endothelia under similar shear stresses (Alon et al., 1997). This
prompted us to examine whether B. burgdorferi-endothelial in-
teractions shared physical mechanisms important for leukocyte
rolling.
Rolling leukocytes advance along endothelia without fully de-
taching via series of repeating deceleration and acceleration cy-
cles in whichmechanical force is first loaded onto a single recep-
tor-ligand complex (deceleration) and then transferred to a new
complex as the first bond reaches its maximal load and breaks
(acceleration) (Alon et al., 1997; Sundd et al., 2011). Load transfer
along a series of successively formed and broken bonds permits
cells to move over surfaces at stable overall velocity since
acceleration and deceleration within each interaction cycle are
balanced and net acceleration is zero. The ability to sustain sta-
ble velocities without detaching or stably arresting is critical for
leukocyte sampling of the environment and directed migration
to extravasation sites and would likely facilitate bacterial-endo-
thelial interactions and dissemination.
To determine whether physical mechanisms of leukocyte roll-
ing were shared by B. burgdorferi interacting with endothelia, weIn this and all figures: IVT, in vitro: flow chamber; PCV, dermal postcapillary
venules. Summary values: ±95% CI. Replicates: nR 27 replicates/strain and
bead controls (IVT: three or more independent replicates/shear stress); R16
mice/strain (PCV). Table S2: numbers of tracks and interactions analyzed in
each experiment. Statistics: two-way ANOVA, Holm-Sidak post-test. Table
S1: bacterial strain details. *, #, yp < 0.05 versus all groups for beads, GCB706,
GCB966, respectively, within the same experimental system (PCVs or IVT). For
IVT versus PCVs, x and NS indicate p < 0.05, >0.05, respectively. See also
Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Transfer of Load along Series of Adhesion Complexes
during B. burgdorferi-Endothelial Interactions at Postcapillary
Venule Shear Stress Range
(A and B) Sample instantaneous velocity versus track duration kymographs for
B. burgdorferi-endothelial interactions (A). The ‘‘jerky’’ pattern resembles
instantaneous velocity kymographs of leukocytes rolling on PCV surfaces,
which result from repetition of an interaction cycle comprising bond-loading
(deceleration: Dec) and bond-unloading (acceleration: Acc) phases (B). At
typical PCV shear stress (1 dyn/cm2), leukocytes roll over endothelia without
net acceleration or deceleration by transferring mechanical load along series
of single molecule adhesion complexes formed by one leukocyte and one
endothelial receptor.
(C and D) Velocities and acceleration magnitudes for bacterial interaction
cycles and constituent acceleration and deceleration phases. Cycle velocities
(C) and track velocities (Figure 1C) are similar (p > 0.05) for all strains, implying
that cycles are the basic repeating unit of tracks. (D) Net cycle acceleration
2596 Cell Reports 16, 2593–2604, September 6, 2016first investigated whether tracks consisted of repeating interac-
tion cycles by identifying successive time points within each
track where bacteria were accelerating and decelerating (Fig-
ure 2B: acceleration and deceleration phases). To study the
contributions of a specific adhesin, BBK32, to interactions we
also examined the properties of a well-characterized isogenic
GCB966 derivative in which the bbk32 gene is insertionally inac-
tivated (GCB971: Figure S1C; Table S1), which interacts with
PCVs and disseminates to tissues less than GCB966 (Hyde
et al., 2011; Moriarty et al., 2012).
As shown in Figure S2A, acceleration and deceleration fre-
quencies for bacteria were less than for control beads (beads:
31.40 ± 1.04 Hz), indicating that they were due to bacterial-inter-
action-specific properties, and not to randommeasurement vari-
ation. Velocities measured over cycles comprising one acceler-
ation and deceleration phase—i.e., cycle velocity—differed
among strains, in the order GCB966 < GCB971 < GCB726 <
GCB706 (Figure 2C). Within the same strain, cycle velocities
were the same as track velocities calculated by measuring total
bacterial displacement over total trajectory duration (p > 0.79;
Figure 1C). This implied that the physical properties of whole
tracks were averages of the properties of individual interaction
cycles within tracks. Thus, the physical properties of interactions
could be studied by examining individual interaction cycles.
B. burgdorferi Moves at Stable Velocity along
Endothelial Surfaces without Detaching by Transferring
Mechanical Load along a Series of Adhesion Complexes
To determine whether, like rolling leukocytes, bacteria moved
over endothelia at stable velocities consistent with load transfer
along series of adhesion complexes (Figures 2B and 2D), we
measured net acceleration over each interaction cycle. Net cycle
acceleration for all bacterial strains over successive deceleration
and acceleration phases was zero, both in vitro and in PCVs
(average:1.269 ± 3.673 mm/s2; no significant difference among
strains), and deceleration and acceleration magnitudes within
successive phases were the same within strains (p > 0.05; Fig-
ure 2D: acceleration versus deceleration absolute values). This
indicated that each round of deceleration and acceleration cor-
responded to an interaction cycle in which adhesion complexes
were, respectively, force loaded and unloaded. By contrast,
beads exhibited large net positive acceleration (Figure 2D:
767 ± 158 mm/s2), as would be expected for unstable/detaching
interactions. Thus, bacteria moved over endothelia by stably
transferring load along a series of adhesion complexes.values of 0 and identical acceleration and decelerationmagnitudes within each
cycle (p > 0.05: compare Acc to Abs value Dec, absolute value of deceleration)
show that bacteria move along endothelia without net acceleration or decel-
eration by transferring load along adhesion complexes series.
(E and F) First-order dissociation kinetics of interaction lifetimes showing that
each interaction is mediated by a single adhesion complex, or by tightly
clustered and coordinated complexes that behave as a single bond (shown:
GCB966) (E). (F) Interaction dissociation rates. Beads: threshold at which in-
teractions dissociate as fast as non-adherent beads, i.e., are unstable.
*, #, yp < 0.05 versus all groups for beads, GCB706, GCB966, respectively
(C and D: cycle values only). Strains: adhesion-attenuated bbk32-null
GCB706, adhesive BBK32-expressing GCB726 and GCB966, bbk32-null
GCB966-derived isogenic strain (GCB971). See also Figures S1C and S2.
Mechanical Load Is Borne by a Single Adhesion Complex
during Each Interaction or by Tightly Coordinated
Complexes that Behave as a Single Bond
To determine the number of load-bearing adhesion complexes
mediating interactions, we examined the frequency distributions
of log- and reciprocally transformed deceleration phase lifetimes
(duration of individual deceleration phases) (Figures 2B and 2E),
as reported previously (Alon et al., 1995). Linear frequency distri-
bution of log-transformed lifetimes implies that interactions
exhibit first-order dissociation kinetics and are mediated by sin-
gle adhesion complexes or tightly clustered and physically coor-
dinated complexes that are loaded and break with the kinetics of
a single bond (Alon et al., 1995). By contrast, if interactions are
mediated by multiple non-clustered complexes, frequency dis-
tributions of reciprocally transformed lifetime data are linear.
GCB966 lifetimes pooled from all tracks with velocities
<400 mm/s at 0.5–3 dyn/cm2 exhibited first-order dissociation
kinetics (Figure 2E; R2 = 0.99), as did all other bacterial strains
in vitro and in PCVs (Figures S2B and S2C; R2 > 0.95). Compar-
ison of interaction dissociation rates, estimated from negative
slopes of log-transformed lifetime frequency data (Alon et al.,
1995; Sarangapani et al., 2004), showed that GCB966 interac-
tions dissociated more slowly than interactions for other strains
(Figure 2F; GCB966 < GCB726zGCB971 < GCB706). There-
fore, bacteria moved along endothelia at constant velocity,
without fully detaching, by transferring mechanical load along a
series of single adhesion complexes or tightly clustered com-
plexes that behaved as a single complex. Collectively, these
data showed that, despite their obvious differences in phylog-
eny, form, and function, the basic physical mechanisms support-
ing interaction of leukocytes and B. burgdorferi with endothelia
and PCV surfaces are unexpectedly conserved.
B. burgdorferi Rotates from an Edge-On to Flat
Orientation during Each Interaction
Despite sharing load-transfer mechanisms, leukocytes are
deformable spheres that roll along endothelia (Sundd et al.,
2011), whereas B. burgdorferi are longer and thinner than leuko-
cytes, have a flat, slightly helical sine-wave morphology (Fig-
ure 3A) (Charon et al., 2012), and primarily move along endothelia
parallel to flow rather than by rolling or flipping end over end (Fig-
ure 1B) (Moriarty et al., 2008). To understand how bacteria
moved during interactions with endothelia, we examined
changes in their conformation in three dimensions. Conforma-
tional changes were measured during deceleration for interac-
tions with velocities <300 mm/s, since faster interactions destabi-
lized as shear stress increased (Figure S3A).
First, we determined whether bacteria were deformed under
flow, by examining the length: diameter ratios of bacteria under
flow to bacterial length: diameter ratios under no-flow (static)
conditions (Figure 3B). All strains, with the exception of adhe-
sion-attenuated GCB706, exhibited lengthwise compression
during interactions with endothelia under flow (Figure 3B).
Although the measured ratios of BBK32-producing GCB966
and bbk32-null GCB971 did not differ under static conditions
(Figure S3B), under flow GCB966 was more compressed than
GCB971 (Figure 3B), implying that differences in adhesive prop-
erties affected bacterial conformation. Bacterial compressionwas also absent at low shear stress (0.5 dyn/cm2: Figure S3D),
but at shear stresses >0.5 dyn/cm2 bacteria assumed a com-
pressed conformation at interaction outset, which relaxed as
they displaced (Figure 3C). Similarly, interaction displacement
increased as bacteria lengthened and relaxed (Figures 3D and
3E), confirming that bacteria began interactions in a compressed
conformation but relaxed as interactions progressed.
At interaction outset, bacterial surface area visualized in the
imaging focal plane, which was parallel to the endothelial sur-
face, was also smaller than would be expected if bacteria were
lying flat on surfaces, but increased as interactions progressed
(p < 0.05). This suggested that bacterial compression at interac-
tion outset was not due to compression in the xy focal plane of
the endothelial surface, but to vertical projection of parts of bac-
teria above this surface.
To determine how high bacteria projected above endothelial
surfaces under flow, we first estimated the average cylindrical
volume of individual bacteria for each strain, as described in
Figure S3C, using strain-specific volumes calculated from cell
lengths measured under no-flow conditions (Figure S3B), and
known constants for the half-amplitude of the B. burgdorferi
sine wave (555 nm) and radius of the cell body (165 nm) (Gold-
stein et al., 1996). As described in Figure S3C, we then calcu-
lated the radius of the height of bacteria projecting above endo-
thelial surfaces during interactions (r), using strain-specific
volumes, and bacterial length and diameter values measured
at each time point. Due to its flat sine-wave morphology,
B. burgdorferi can lie flat on or be oriented with the edge of its
sine wave perpendicular to surfaces (edge-on orientation). To
distinguish between these orientations, we compared r values
under flow to known values for B. burgdorferi cell thickness
(flat-on height) and wave amplitude (edge-on height) previously
measured by electron microscopy (Goldstein et al., 1996).
All strains except adhesion-attenuated GCB706 exhibited a
non-flat orientation during interactions under flow, and r values
for GCB966 were higher than for GCB971 (Figure 3F). Therefore,
more adhesive bacteria projected higher above endothelial
surfaces. Spirochetes were also oriented flat against surfaces
at 0.5 dyn/cm2 (Figure S3E), but at higher shear stresses bacteria
began interactions with endothelia in an edge-on orientation and
rotated to a flat orientation as they displaced (Figure 3G). Simi-
larly, projection above surfaces declined as bacteria lengthened
(Figure 3H). These data indicated that bacteria rotated from an
edge-on to flat orientation during each interaction.
Bacterial Rotation during Each Interaction Orients
Adhesion Sites at Successive Sine-Wave Peaks toward
Endothelial Surfaces, Facilitating Stepwise
Displacement
Bacterial rotation into the focal plane at the endothelial surface
influences the position of the cell centroid measured by tracking
algorithms, and hence bacterial displacement measurements.
To address this possibly confounding issue, and estimate how
much of bacterial displacement during interactions was due
to conformational change, we calculated the percentage of
total interaction displacement that was due to net change in bac-
terial length (Figure 3I). Since a substantial part of bacterial
displacement was also due to tether extension (see below), weCell Reports 16, 2593–2604, September 6, 2016 2597
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Figure 3. B. burgdorferiConformation during
Endothelial Interactions under Physiological
Shear Stress
(A) Schematic: vertical projection (r: radius) of the
B. burgdorferi planar sine wave when it is oriented
flat on or perpendicular to surfaces (edge-on). In
(F)–(H), these values are shown as dotted lines.
(B–E) Lengthwise deformation of adhesion-attenu-
ated GCB706 and other strains during interactions
(B). Lengthwise deformation is the ratio of bacterial
length: diameter and is expressed as a percentage
of strain-specific ratios measured under no-flow
conditions. Bacterial decompression/relaxation with
increasing interaction displacement (C) and bacterial
length (D). (E) Increased interaction displacement
with increasedbacterial length. In (D)and (E), average
lengthwise deformation and displacement were
measured for interactions binned by bacterial length.
(F–H) Radius of vertical bacterial projection above
endothelial surfaces during interactions (F). Bacterial
rotation to a flat orientation with increasing interac-
tion displacement (G) and bacterial length (H).
(I and J) During each interaction, BBK32-expressing
GCB966 B. burgdorferi advances in stepwise in-
crements of approximately one wavelength of the
bacterial sine wave (2.83 mm) (J), due entirely to bac-
terial conformational change (I). bbk32-null GCB971
displaces by both conformational change-depen-
dent and -independent mechanisms. Interactions
analyzed: untethered bacteria (–T: see Figure 5).
(K) Model: B. burgdorferi-endothelial interactions
under shear stress are initiated in an edge-
on orientation. Bacteria then appear to relax and
lengthen as torque due to fluid flow or possibly
bacterial motility rotates the cell into a flat orienta-
tion with respect to the endothelial surface. This
rotation brings unloaded adhesion complexes at
the next sine-wave peak into closer contact with the
endothelial surface, facilitating transfer of mechan-
ical load from one complex to the next. Centroid
positions of individual bacteria and the imaging
focal plane are shown to illustrate how bacteria can
appear to displace as they rotate.
#, *p < 0.05 versus all groups for GCB706, GCB966,
respectively. Strains: adhesion-attenuated bbk32-
null GCB706, adhesive BBK32-expressing GCB726
and GCB966, bbk32-null GCB966-derived GCB971.
See also Figure S3.performed these calculations only for bacteria that traveled less
than their length under flow and were not anchored to endothelia
by tethers (see below: –T interactions).
This analysis revealed that for BBK32-expressing GCB966,
100% of displacement was due to conformational change (Fig-
ure 3I), and displacement corresponded exactly to the distance
between adjacent peaks of the bacterial sine wave (2.83 mm)
(Goldstein et al., 1996). By contrast, GCB971 displacement
during each interaction was greater than one wavelength, and
conformational change did not account for all of this strain’s
displacement (Figures 3I and 3J). These data implied that
BBK32-dependent adhesion complexes were stationary and
maintained the same position relative to the endothelium as bac-
teria rotated. However, BBK32-independent complexes slid
past the initial adhesion site, possibly by retrograde dragging2598 Cell Reports 16, 2593–2604, September 6, 2016of the adhesion complex along the bacterial membrane, or
upon extension of tethers (see below).
Collectively, these data implied that B. burgdorferi moved via
a series of stepwise rotations, which oriented adhesion sites at
successive sine-wave peaks toward endothelial surfaces (Fig-
ure 3K). This mechanism resembled the rotation-dependent
surface adhesion strategies of motile Vibrio cholerae and Caulo-
bacter crescentus under flow, in which cell body rotation in
response to flagellar rotation (V. cholerae) or torque due to flow
(C. crescentus) orients adhesive pili closer to attachment surfaces
(Persat et al., 2014;Utadaetal., 2014). ForB.burgdorferi, this rota-
tion could have been passively driven by torque due to flow and
possibly by active rotation of periplasmic flagella, since the forces
experienced by these bacteria under flow were generally smaller
than bacterial propulsive force generated by motility (see below).
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Figure 4. Forces Experienced by B. burgdorferi Interacting with
Endothelia under Flow
(A) Schematic: forces and parameters affecting adhesion of B. burgdorferi
(shown as a cylinder) to endothelial surfaces under flow.
(B–E) Average bond forces (Fb) (B) and shear stresses (D) for all interactions.
Percentages of total interactions occurring at indicated Fb (C) and shear stress
(E) values. In (C) and (E), x axis values are mean Fb and shear stress values for
interactions binned by bacterial length. The estimated B. burgdorferi propul-
sive force generated by bacterial motility (B and C: Fm) is greater than or equal
to average bond forces for most interactions. B. burgdorferi bond forces are
less than the force at which receptors unanchored to cytoskeletal structures
are plucked from lipid bilayers (C: Fp). BBK32-producing GCB966 adhere to
endothelia at higher bond forces and shear stresses (*p < 0.05) than the bbk32-
null GCB966 derivative GCB971.
See also Figure S4.Bacteria Experience Less Force and Torque during
Endothelial Interactions under PCV Shear Stress
Conditions than Rolling Leukocytes
To understand the mechanisms mediating bacterial-endothelial
interactions under flow, it was essential to investigate the forces
involved in these interactions (Figures 4A and S4A). Objects
adhering to surfaces under flow are subjected to force exerted
parallel to flow (Fs) and rotational torque (Ts), which peels cells
from surfaces (Figures 4A and S4A) (Sundd et al., 2011). Fs andTs increase exponentially as cells project higher above surfaces
(Figure S4A). As a result, B. burgdorferi adhering to endothelia
experienced the greatest Fs and Ts at interaction outset (Figures
S4B and S4C) when they projected highest above surfaces (Fig-
ures 3G and 3H), and BBK32-producing GCB966 was subjected
to larger Fs and Ts than bbk32-deficient GCB971 (Figures S4D
and S4E). Average Fs and Ts experienced by bacteria were at
least 10 times smaller than Fs and Ts experienced by rolling leu-
kocytes at similar shear stresses (Sundd et al., 2011), due to
the relatively small B. burgdorferi radius. Therefore, counterintu-
itively, the small size of bacteriamade them less sensitive to force
and torque imposedbyflow than leukocytes. Sincemost bacteria
are as small or smaller thanB. burgdorferi, this conclusion is likely
to be true for other bacteria.
Forces Imposed on B. burgdorferi Load-Bearing Bonds
during Most Interactions Are Smaller Than the
Estimated Propulsive Force of Bacterial Motility
Cells adhering to surfaces under flow experience Fs as the force
imposed on their load-bearing bonds (Fb). The force loaded on
these bonds is a function of Fs and bond angle, which can be esti-
mated from the height cells project above surfaces and the dis-
tance they displace during each interaction (Figures 4A, S4A,
andS4F–S4H) (Sunddet al., 2011). Larger interactionbondangles
were more frequently observed for BBK32-producing GCB966
than bbk32-deficient GCB971 interactions because BBK32-ex-
pressing bacteria were more likely to project higher above endo-
thelial surfaces and displaced shorter distances (Figure S4I).
It was especially important to estimate bond forces during
B. burgdorferi interactions because this bacterium’s adhesins
are located in its outer membrane and not on force-distributing
structures such as flagella, pili, or fimbriae (Bergstro¨m and
Z€uckert, 2010) and because proteins in lipid bilayers that are not
anchored to such structures are plucked from membranes at
low forces (20 pN) (Evans et al., 1991). Thus, we expected that
bond forces for adhesion complexes mediating B. burgdorferi in-
teractions would likely be smaller than the force at which unan-
chored adhesins are plucked from membranes. Indeed, average
estimated bond forces for GCB966 and GCB971 were <20 pN
(Figure 4B). Surprisingly, we also found that average bond forces
(Figure 4B) and forces imposed on bacteria by flow (Figure S4E)
were similar to or smaller than the predicted propulsive force
generated by bacterial motility (Fm:0.72 pN; Figure S4) (Wolge-
muth, 2008), as were the bond forces of most interactions (Fig-
ure 4C). Thus, unexpectedly, B. burgdorferi experienced forces
that were small enough to be overcome by bacterial motility.
This finding suggested that motility is possibly strong enough to
modulate the force imposed on load-bearing bonds and drive
activebacterialmigrationover endotheliaunderPCVshear stress.
BBK32 Expression Increases the Force Sustained by
Load-Bearing Bonds and the Shear Stress Range of
B. burgdorferi-Endothelial Interactions
We also found that average bond forces for BBK32-produc-
ing GCB966 were larger than for bbk32-deficient GCB971 (Fig-
ure 4B), that most GCB966 interactions occurred at higher
bond forces than GCB971 (Figure 4C), and that GCB966 interac-
tions occurred at a higher average shear stress and shear stressCell Reports 16, 2593–2604, September 6, 2016 2599
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Figure 5. Interaction Stabilization by Tethers
(A) Average distance bacteria displace beyond their
average cell length during endothelial interactions
under flow, suggesting that bacteria are anchored
to endothelia by tethers.
(B) Schematic: method for distinguishing un-
tethered (–T) and tethered (+T) interactions, based
on ratios of displacement: bacterial length under
flow (ratios of <1 and >1 for –T and +T interactions,
respectively).
(C–F) Velocities (C), dissociation rates (D), bond
forces (E), and shear stresses (F) of –T and +T in-
teractions and all interactions combined (ALL).
Average –T and +T velocities (C) (< and >100 mm/s,
respectively) correspond to velocities of mecha-
nistically distinct tethering and dragging interaction
types previously described in PCVs. Tethering sta-
bilizes (D) and increases interaction bond force (E)
and shear stress (F), especially for BBK32-deficient
bacteria.
(G–J) Percentage of total interactions (G), tether
lengths (H), dissociation rates (I), and velocities (J)
for +T interactions at indicated bond forces. Tethers
shorten (H) and +T interactions dissociate more
slowly (I) with increasing bond force for both
GCB966 and GCB971 (up to 0.25 pN), suggesting
that tethers stabilize adhesion by a BBK32-inde-
pendent catch bond mechanism and/or become
stiffer with increasing force. Tethering occurs at
smaller bond forces than the force required to pull
membranous tethers from endothelia (G: Fe).
Beads (D and I): threshold at which interactions
dissociate as fast as non-adherent beads, i.e., are
unstable. *p < 0.05 versus GCB966 within –T and +T
groups, #p < 0.05 –T versus +T intra-strain. Bacterial
strains: adhesion-attenuated bbk32-null GCB706,
adhesive BBK32-expressingGCB726 andGCB966,
bbk32-null GCB966-derived GCB971. See also
Figure S5.range than GCB971 interactions (Figures 4D and 4E). These dif-
ferences between GCB966 and GCB971 bond force and shear
stress ranges were not trivial. Linear increases in shear stress
over the range that is typical in PCVs cause exponential in-
creases in bond breakage and cell detachment from surfaces if
adhesion complexes are not stabilized by mechanisms such as
catch bonds and tethers (Park et al., 2002; Sundd et al., 2011).
Thus, the ability of BBK32 to mediate adhesion at higher bond
forces and shear stresses likely extends the shear stress range
at which bacterial interactions can occur in PCVs, a property
that could contribute to this adhesin’s importance for early tissue
dissemination (Hyde et al., 2011).
Interaction Stabilization by Tethers Anchoring Bacteria
to Endothelia
Since conventional slip bonds are not stable over the PCV shear
stress range (Park et al., 2002), interactions in these vessels are2600 Cell Reports 16, 2593–2604, September 6, 2016typically stabilized by mechanisms such
as catch bonds and tethers, which in-
crease bond lifetime and confer tensile
strength under increasing force (Sunddet al., 2011). Tethers are bond-associated structures somewhat
analogous to bungee cords, which increase bond stability by
absorbing/distributing force (Ramachandran et al., 2004; Sundd
et al., 2011). Tethers anchoring rolling leukocytes are derived
from leukocyte and endothelial membranes and can be as long
as 20 mm (Girdhar and Shao, 2004).
We noted that all bacterial strains interacting with endothelia in
flow chambers and PCVs typically displaced 5–10 mm longer
than their cell length under static conditions (Figure 5A). This
suggested the possibility that, like leukocytes, bacteria were
anchored to endothelia by tethers. As described in Figures
S5A–S5F, we determined that sorting interactions into two
groups based on the ratio of each bacterium’s displacement to
its cell length under flow identified two interaction populations
with distinct physical properties. As summarized schematically
in Figure 5B, one population displaced less than bacterial length
during each interaction (ratio <1). We referred to this interaction
group as untethered (–T). The second population displaced
further than bacterial length (ratio >1). We referred to this interac-
tion group as tethered (+T).
–T and +T interactions exhibited distinct velocities (Figure 5C),
and classifying interactions into –T and +T groups accurately
distinguished the two mechanistically distinct types of transient
B. burgdorferi interactions previously identified in PCVs, drag-
ging and tethering (Moriarty et al., 2008; Norman et al., 2008).
–T interaction velocities were <100 mm/s (Figure 5C), corre-
sponding to the velocity of dragging interactions (Moriarty
et al., 2008). +T interaction velocitieswere >100 mm/s (Figure 5C),
similar to tethering interaction velocities (Moriarty et al., 2008).
Moreover, –T and +T interactions comprised 15% and 85%
of total interactions, respectively (Figure S5H), similar to the per-
centage of interactions that drag and tether in PCVs (10% and
90%, respectively) (Moriarty et al., 2008, 2012). Thus, sorting in-
teractions by displacement: bacterial length ratios accurately
discriminated between dragging and tethering.
Tethers prolong the lifetime of load-bearing bonds by reducing
and/or distributing the force imposed on them (Sundd et al.,
2011). To determine whether interactions where bacteria dis-
placed further than their length under flow exhibited properties
associated with anchoring by tethers, we compared dissociation
rates and bond forces for –T and +T interactions (Figures 5D and
5E), as well as the average shear stress at which these interac-
tions occurred (Figure 5F).
Despite their faster velocity +T interactions dissociated more
slowly than –T interactions (Figure 5D), indicating that they
were more stable. Average bond force and shear stress were
also greater for +T than –T interactions for the bbk32 mutant
GCB971, but not for BBK32-producing GCB966 (Figures 5E
and 5F). These data showed that +T interactions exhibited hall-
mark properties of tether-anchored interactions and suggested
that tethering extended the bond force and shear stress range
at which interactions could occur in the absence of BBK32.
Although average bond force and shear stress were higher
for +T GCB966 than +T GCB971 interactions (Figures 5E and
5F), and tethering did not occur for BBK32-dependent interac-
tions until a larger bond force (Figure 5G), the physical properties
of GCB966 and GCB971 +T interactions were surprisingly
similar. For both strains, tether length decreased (Figure 5H) as
bond lifetime increased (Figure 5I), and velocity changes in +T in-
teractions with increasing bond force (Figure 5J) and shear
stress (Figure S5I) were strikingly similar. This suggested that
GCB966 and GCB971 tethering mechanisms were the same.
These data also indicated that tethers exhibited catch bond
properties, since bond lifetime increased as force increased (Fig-
ure 5I) (Sokurenko et al., 2008).
It also appeared that tethers were formed by materials
or structures with non-linear elastic properties that stiffened
with increasing force, since tether length decreased as force
increased (Figure 5H) (Wen and Janmey, 2013). It was unlikely
that endothelial membranes formed these tethers, since mem-
brane tethers exhibit yielding elastic properties and are extended
at a much higher force than B. burgdorferi bond forces (55 pN)
(Beaussart et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2010; Whitfield et al., 2014). It
is possible that tethers were formed by mechanically responsive
biopolymers such as Fn (Chabria et al., 2010; Deravi et al., 2012;Fr€uh et al., 2015), which is a key mediator of B. burgdorferi teth-
ering interactions in PCVs (Moriarty et al., 2012; Norman et al.,
2008). Together, these data suggested thatB. burgdorferi-endo-
thelial associations were stabilized by non-membranous tethers
with non-linear elastic properties.
Interaction Stabilization by a BBK32-Dependent Catch
Bond Mechanism
Given that BBK32-producingGCB966bacteria dissociatedmore
slowly than bbk32-deficient GCB971 at higher bond forces and
shear stresses (Figures 5D–5F), we also asked whether BBK32
stabilized adhesion by a catch bond mechanism. Catch bonds
are force-strengthenedbonds that stabilize (become longer lived)
at forces higher than a specific activation threshold; theymediate
diverse biological processes subject to tension, stabilize cell-cell
interactions in force-variable environments, permit cells to
discriminate between surface-anchored and soluble molecules,
and act as force sensors regulating homing to specific environ-
ments (Sokurenko et al., 2008). These properties would likely
be crucial for disseminating bacteria. However, adhesins confer-
ring catch bond properties to bacterial-endothelial interactions
under vascular shear stress have not been identified.
To determine whether BBK32 conferred catch bond proper-
ties to interactions, we examined changes in dissociation rates
with increasing bond force for interactions. Since tethers stabi-
lized interactions (slowed dissociation rates), we performed
this analysis only for untethered (–T) interactions, to eliminate po-
tential confounding effects of tether-dependent stabilization.
Untethered BBK32-deficient GCB971 interactions dissociated
rapidly at 0.6 dyn/cm2 (Figure 6A) and 0.08 pN (Figure 6B)
and accounted for fewer than 1% of total interactions at shear
stresses and bond forces above these values (Figures 6C and
6D), where interaction numbers were insufficient for dissociation
rate measurement. This implied that untethered BBK32-inde-
pendent adhesion was unstable at forcesR0.08 pN.
By contrast, BBK32-producing GCB966 interactions were sta-
ble up to 0.08 pN, dissociated more quickly as force rose from
0.1–0.25 pN, and then became increasingly longer lived at
forces >0.25 pN, up to the force threshold at which unanchored
adhesion complexes are plucked frommembranes (20 pN; Fig-
ure 6B) (Evans et al., 1991). GCB966 interaction velocity also
progressively decreased with increasing force above 0.25 pN
(Figure 6E), indicating that bacteria moved more slowly as
bonds stabilized. Thus, BBK32 stabilized interactions by a catch
bondmechanism, whereas BBK32-independent interactions ex-
hibited conventional slip bond properties (Figure 6F), which are
stable only over narrow force ranges and break at exponential
rates with linear force increases (Park et al., 2002).
BBK32-dependent catch bond properties were also observed
for tethered interactions at bond forces above 0.25 pN, where
GCB966 dissociation rates slowed while GCB971 rapidly disso-
ciated (Figure 5I). This implied that BBK32 catch bond properties
could stabilize both tethered and untethered B. burgdorferi-
endothelial interactions. The BBK32 catch bond force regime
ranged from2 to 19 pN and was similar to the catch bond force
regimes of selectins (5–50 pN), which are the major molecular
mediators of leukocyte rolling at the PCV shear stress range
(Marshall et al., 2003; Sarangapani et al., 2004).Cell Reports 16, 2593–2604, September 6, 2016 2601
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Figure 6. Interaction Stabilization by BBK32-Dependent Catch Bond Mechanism
In the absence of tether-dependent stabilization, untethered (–T) interactions are strengthened by a BBK32-dependent catch bond mechanism.
(A–E) Dissociation rates (A and B), percentage of total interactions (C and D), and velocities (E) at indicated shear stresses (A and C) and bond forces (B, D, and E).
Above an activation threshold of 0.25 pN, BBK32-dependent bonds become progressively longer lived with increasing force—i.e., are stabilized by a catch
bondmechanism, up to the force at which proteins unanchored to cytoskeletal structures are plucked frommembranes (B: Fp). Leukocyte selectin (gray shading)
and BBK32 catch bond force regimes overlap (B). Threshold at which interactions dissociate as fast as non-adherent beads: ‘‘beads.’’
(F) Schematic illustrating catch bond behavior of BBK32-dependent interactions and slip bond behavior of BBK32-independent interactions.
Strains: bbk32-expressing and -null GCB966 and GCB971.Although these data showed that BBK32 stabilizes
B. burgdorferi-endothelial interactions and extends the force
and shear stress range at which they occur by a catch bond
mechanism, many questions remain. BBK32 is amulti-functional
protein containing both lectin (GAG-binding) and Fn-binding se-
quences, which contribute to both tethering and dragging inter-
actions in PCVs (Lin et al., 2015; Moriarty et al., 2012). Lectin do-
mains play key roles in several catch bond mechanisms, and Fn
forms catch bonds with integrin a5b1 (Kong et al., 2009; Le Trong
et al., 2010; Waldron and Springer, 2009). Thus, multiple BBK32
ligand-binding sites could potentially form or reciprocally regu-
late catch bond formation. Equally, catch bonds could be formed
by BBK32 host ligands, and not by BBK32 itself. Finally, BBK32’s
Fn-binding sequences interact with a mechanosensitive Fn
epitope, induce Fn conformational extension and aggregation,
and bind to Fn by the same mechanism as Fn-binding proteins
from evolutionarily distant Gram-positive pathogens (Chabria
et al., 2010; Harris et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2004; Prabhakaran
et al., 2009). Thus, it is possible that BBK32 binding may confer
novel biomechanical properties to host target molecules and
that BBK32-like catch bond properties may be functionally
conserved in adhesins of other pathogens.
Conclusions
These studies show that, despite striking differences in phylog-
eny, form, and function, the physical mechanisms supporting2602 Cell Reports 16, 2593–2604, September 6, 2016B. burgdorferi and leukocyte interactions with endothelia under
shear stress are remarkably conserved (Figure 7). We propose
that catch bonds and tethering are common cellular responses
to the universal problem of vascular adhesion under shear
stress and likely facilitate dissemination of other extracellular
pathogens.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Detailed methods are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Ethics Statement
This study was carried out in compliance with Canadian Council on Animal
Care guidelines, under University of Toronto protocols 20009347, 20009908,
and 20010430.
Flow Chamber Experiments
Primary human endothelia purchased from Lonza were cultivated according to
supplier recommendations, seeded at 1.6 3 105 cells/channel of ibiTreat Ibidi
m-Slides VI0.4 (Ibidi), cultured to 2 days post-confluence, and labeled with Cell-
Mask Deep Red dye (Life Technologies) 5 min before imaging. B. burgdorferi
were resuspended to 1 3 108/ml in HBSS (Life Technologies) containing
10% FBS and perfused over endothelia in flow chambers mounted in a
stage-top incubator, using a syringe pump.
Intravital Microscopy
As described (Moriarty et al., 2012), IVM was performed in PCVs of flank
skin of 5- to 6-week-old male C57BL/6 mice (Charles River Laboratories)
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Figure 7. Model: Biomechanics of
B. burgdorferi-Endothelial Interactions under
Physiological Shear Stress
At the PCV shear stress range, B. burgdorferi move
over endothelia by stepwise rotations driven by
torque due to flow and possibly bacterial motility.
Bacterial rotation presents adhesins at bacterial
sine-wave peaks to endothelial receptors, facilitating
transfer of mechanical load from peak to peak along
series of single or coordinated, tightly clustered
adhesion complexes. This process is stabilized by
tethers anchoring bacteria to endothelia that become
shorter and longer lived with increasing force and are
strengthened by but do not require BBK32. BBK32
extends the interaction force and shear stress range
by a catch bond mechanism.anesthetized with 10 mg/kg xylazine (MTC Pharmaceuticals) and 200 mg/kg
ketamine hydrochloride (Rogar/STB), after intravenous tail vein injection of
4 3 108 bacteria.
Time-Lapse Imaging and Analysis
Flow chamber and IVM time lapses were acquired at 15 fps by spinning disk
confocal microscopy using Volocity software (Improvision/Perkin-Elmer).
B. burgdorferi tethering and dragging were counted as described (Moriarty
et al., 2008) in 100-mm-long unbranched PCVs and in a 30 3 100-mm region
at the center of flow chamber channels. Centroid-based tracking of individual
bacteria was performed in Volocity. Tracking procedures and formulas used
to analyze tracks are described in figures, supplemental figures, and in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed in GraphPad Prism (GraphPad). Specific
tests used are noted in figure legends.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
five figures, two tables, and four movies and can be found with this article
online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2016.08.013.
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